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Abstract: In this paper a general methodology for minimum weight selection of 
structural joints is reviewed. The evaluation and selection technique is based on 
analytical weight formulae for structural joints including different joining 
technologies for which through the use of Buckingham�s Pi-Theorem a complete 
set of dimensionless similarity parameters is derived. This formal approach offers 
the possibility to evaluate and select the chosen design parameters in a scale-free 
form and ensures an optimal selection in terms of evaluation. The evaluation and 
selection approach represents a generic methodology for optimal choices in future 
knowledge-based design systems involving rule-based techniques. 

1 Introduction 

Accurate weight estimation in the early conceptual design stage in the aircraft industry is 
crucial since the performance characteristics of a design in subsequent design phases are 
highly affected by the weight. The ability to precisely predict weight in the early design 
phase will help to reduce costs and minimize design iterations. 
Existing well established weight estimation formulae for structural components are often 
based on statistical methods [1, 2, 3]. The accuracy is, however, confined to such aircraft 
designs which are similar to designs of the underlying database. This apparent deficit 
clearly identifies the necessity for a physics-based augmentation. Hence, modern design 
approaches use both analytical and numerical calculations for weight prediction [4]. 
In the past, several strategies have been used either to optimize a structural concept, or to 
design a structure with regard to several design objectives (e. g. stiffness, strength, 
stability). The methodology of Ashby [5] for example focuses on material and process 
selection in mechanical design. The goal of the methodology reviewed in this paper is to 
provide a simple, fast and reasonably accurate weight forecast and evaluation method of 
structural joints at the conceptual design phase. Based on analytical weight formulae, a 
systematic approach is applied by using dimensional analysis in order to provide a 
generic evaluation method for minimum weight selection of different joining 
technologies. 
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2 Analytical Weight Equations 

Mass functions in symbolic form are derived from structural models (single lap joints 
under tensile load) and from analytical approaches for different joining technologies 
(e. g. riveting, adhesive bonding, welding) appropriate for conceptual design to optimize 
performance; which in this case is similar to weight minimization [6]. 

2.1 Riveted Joints 

In the symbolic equation (1) a riveted single lap joint is exemplarily chosen and the 
dimensioning is based on performance of an ideal ductile material. Loads are transmitted 
through bearing stress [6]. The equation for minimum weight is as follows: 
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with lbFK   (structural index) [7]. 

3 Dimensional Analysis 

The application of dimensional analysis to the relevance list of an equation results in a 
complete set of dimensionless products. These establish the groundwork for a systematic 
evaluation method suitable for weight comparison of different joining technologies. 
For arbitrary complete physical equations f (x1,�, xn) = 0 of n dimensioned variables the 
Pi-Theorem is applicable. The modern formulation of Pi-Theorem according to Görtler 
[8] is: �From the existence of a complete and dimensionally homogeneous functional 
relationship f (x1, ..., xn) = 0 of n physical quantities xi   R+, the existence of a 
functional relationship F (ヾ1,� , ヾm) = 0 with only m = n - r dimensionless parameters ヾj 
is always guaranteed�. The dimensionless parameters ヾj (also called similarity variables 
or dimensionless products) take the form 
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where j = 1,�,m   N and gj1,�, gjr   R and with r as the rank of the dimensional 
matrix formed by means of the n quantities, see Rudolph [9, 10] for more details. 

3.1 Characteristic number for structural joints 

The intensive examination with derived pi-sets from (2) leads to a definition of a 
significant, �characteristic� dimensionless number. The weight efficiency factor ヾWeight 
is definied as shown in equation (3). With the dimensionless parameter ヾA=1/ヾWeight only 
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the additional weight due to the extra volume of the joint is considered which results in 
the optimum function (refer to equation (4)). 
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with gRL mR   (tension length) 
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with    lFLG RWeightA   1  

3.2 Riveted Joints 

From the relevance list of equation (1) the dimensional matrix can be build up. By rank 
preserving operations (i. e. elimination of redundancy2) the matrix is brought into a 
diagonal form [9]. From the dimensional matrix consisting of n = 15 physical quantities 
and a rank with r = 3, m = n � r = 12 dimensionless products are obtained. The defined 
dimensionless characteristic numbers (�pi-set�) for the description as an optimum 
function have been introduced and the result is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 � Dimensionless additional weight of a single lap joint for riveted joints (1-row, 2-row,  

3-row riveting) and the optimum function [6] 
                                                           
2 redundancy-free representation is called �minimal� when the number of independent parameters 
cannot be further reduced [9]. 
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Detailed analytical mass equations for structural joints (exemplarily selected) have been 
developed and, building on these, dimensionless parameters resulted from dimensionless 
analysis, make it possible to evaluate structural joints for minimum weight. For different 
joining technologies the dimensional analysis results in only three dimensionless 
products (refer to equation (5)). This pi-set enables a weight comparison by a so-called 
dimensionless optimum function [6] which can be used as a general evaluation method. 

5 Conclusions 

For aircraft manufacturers accurate weight prediction at early stages of preliminary 
design is vitally important to guarantee performance characteristics to customers. 
Current weight approximation formulae are often based on mathematical statistics which 
have been established in preliminary aircraft design due to their advantage of fewer input 
parameters and due to the lack of detailed CAD data. These known weight 
approximations result from data of existent aircraft and reflect the technology of the 
aircraft within that database. Therefore, alternative new approaches increasingly apply 
both analytical and numerical analyses. Besides, structural joints must be included in 
weight estimation processes to guarantee a more detailed and precise prediction result. 
This paper presents and reviews a logical and scientifically stringent development of an 
evaluation strategy. The novel methodology has been used to determine analytical mass 
equations and to generate selection charts for different structural joints. 
This concept of scale-free design knowledge enables an effective selection process for 
weight-minimal solutions for structural joints. Furthermore, this methodology represents 
a basic requirement for rule-based engineering and can be employed in implementing 
future applications of computer-aided aircraft design. 
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